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PROGRAMS
CROSSING LANGUAGE BARRIERS

Full-Time

Programs

Star English Program - SE

Intensive Program - IP1

(30 hours per week, 6 hours per day)
This program is super intensive. Classes start at 9:00 am and end at 4:00
pm. You will take inlingua speaking English lessons in the morning and
choose two elective lessons in the afternoon according to your needs and
preferences.

(22.5 hours per week, 4.5 hours per day)
This program is intensive. Classes start at 9:00 am and end at 2:30 pm.
You will take inllingua spaking English lessons in the morning and choose
one elective lesson in the afternoon according to you needs and
preferences.

Morning Lessons
Speaking Lessons
9:00 am - 12:00 pm

Morning Lessons

9:00 - 10:30 am
10:40 - 12:00 pm

Morning Lessons

Speaking lessons
Speaking lessons

9:00 - 10:30 am
10:40 - 12:00 pm

Lessons include:
Homework review and presentation / practice / production of 3 key points.

12:00 - 1:00 pm
Afternoon Lessons

1:00 - 2:30 pm
2:40 - 4:00 pm

Lunch break

Elective lessons
Elective lessons

1:00 - 2:30 pm

Exclusive teaching technique called the inlingua method.
- Presentation, Practice, and Production of 3 key points!

Students Assessment: Attendance, Homework, Quizzes, Final Exam, and Presentations.
(Student’s require 80% for level upgrades).

Levels start every 4 weeks, classes start EVERY Monday.
Exclusive textbooks and CD’s produced by inlingua International.
Certified professional teaching staff accredited by Languages Canada.
Students “Use” English and learn grammar, pronunciation, reading, writing & vocabulary.

Afternoon Lessons

Students will choose 2 Elective lessons according to their level, needs and
preferences.

Part-Time

Lessons include:
Homework review and presentation / practice / production of 3 key points.

12:00 - 1:00 pm

Lunch break

Speaking lessons
Speaking lessons

Elective lessons

Classes are fun, dynamic and interactive.

Students will choose 1 Elective lessons according to their level, needs and
preferences.

- Gastown Campus
- Granville Campus

10 Levels:

Programs

Part Time Intensive Program - PT1

SE Afternoon Program

BEGINNER

1A

1B

(15 hours per week, 3 hours per day)
This is a part- time program offering speaking lessons from 9:00 am to
12:00 pm.

(15 hours per week, 3 hours per day)
This is a part- time program offered from 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm. You will be
able to choose from a huge variety of elective lessons.

LOWER INTERMEDIATE

2A

2B

UPPER INTERMEDIATE

3A

3B

ADVANCED

4A

4B

ADVANCED PLUS

5A

5B

Afternoon Lessons

Morning Lessons

9:00 - 10:30 am
10:40 - 12:00 pm

1:00 - 2:30 pm
2:40 - 4:00 pm

Speaking lessons
Speaking lessons

Lessons include:
Homework review and presentation / practice / production of 3 key points.

Elective lessons
Elective lessons

At inlingua Vancouver, we use a special teaching technique called
the inlingua method. The method allows each student to speak
English, practice using the language and progress quickly. Our
educational materials, produced by inlingua International, are
designed to complement this method. The combination of inlingua
books and the inlingua method is an effective way of learning to
speak English. In addition, you will be improving your grammar,
pronunciation, reading, writing, and vocabulary skills. You will
become accurate, fluent and confident in your English ability.
Classes are fun, dynamic and interactive.

Students will choose 2 Elective lessons according to their level, needs and
preferences. Semi - Private lessons are available.

Class Time Spent on Each Key Point

Specialized Programs
Duration : 9:00 am - 2:30 pm
We are a TOEFL testing center authorized by ETS
We are a Cambridge Venue

- Presentation
- Practice

TOEFL

FCE

CAE

i-BUS

IELTS

iBT Intermet Based Test

Cambridge First
Certificate in English

Cambridge Advanced
Examination

Business English
Diploma Program

English for International
Opportunity

- Production

1A to 2B

3A to 3B

4A to 5B
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LEVEL 1A - Beginner

Gastown

LEVEL 1B - Beginner

Gastown

LEVEL 2A- Intermediate

Gastown

LEVEL 2B- Intermediate

Gastown

LEVEL 3A - Upper Intermediate

Gastown /
Granville

LEVEL 3B - Upper Intermediate / APP 3 (Professional English)

Granville

LEVEL 4A - Advanced / APP 4 (Professional English)

Granville

LEVEL 4B - Advanced
inlingua Speaking
LEVEL 5A - Advanced +
Lessons

Granville

LEVEL 5B - Advanced +

Granville

CAE
Certificate in
Advanced English

i-BUS
inlingua Business
English

IELTS
Preparation Course

Granville

CAMBRIDGE FCE
Cambridge First Certificate in English is a preparation course in the Upper Intermediate level. It is the most popular certificate of
English in Europe and is widely accepted in both the business and academic world to demonstrate language proficiency. To be
successful, you should possess a wide range of vocabulary, and be able to construct an argument and use appropriate
communication styles in a variety of situations. This is a 13-week program that includes the real exam at the end.

Granville

First Certificate in
English

Are you interested in improving your English? Do you want to advance your career? Take this 12-week course that will prepare
you for the TOEFL iBT exam. In the course you will practice the integrated skills - speaking, grammar, writing, listening and
reading - and take sample tests in the computer lab. inlingua Vancouver is an official TOEFL iBT testing centre. This is a 12-week
program that you can take also in 4-week modules.

CAMBRIDGE CAE
Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English is a preparation course in the Advance level. Choose CAE if you want to reach a level
of English that is adequate for most purposes, including social and professional situations, and in higher education. CAE
recognises the ability to communicate with confidence in English and deal with most aspects of everyday life. It is accepted by
many Canadian universities. This is a 13-week program that includes the real exam at the end.

Granville

FCE

TOEFL iBT

BUSINESS ENGLISH DIPLOMA PROGRAM (for Levels 3A, 3B and Advanced levels)
Expand your skills, move up the corporate ladder, change careers or just improve your English - You will understand the world of
business and acquire the skills required in the global market. For levels 3A and higher. Materials: inlingua APP books and Market
Leader Advanced book. Start dates every 4 weeks, on major intake dates. This program can be taken for 4, 8 or 12 weeks.
Business Module Lessons In the afternoon include: Human Resources, Resume, Business Correspondence, Interview Skills,
Telephoning, Negotiations, Presentations, Meetings, Cultural Relations, Marketing, Advertising, Finance.

Granville

iBT-Internet Based
test

IELTS
Take the IELTS Preparation Course and get the score you need. The complete course lasts 12 weeks and the official IELTS
examination is taken at the end. It is a full time program for very serious students. Start dates every 4 weeks, on major intake
dates. Students must place at level 3B - Upper Intermediate or above on the inlingua general Placement test or take ESL lessons
first according to their level. After reaching the minimum level of 3B students will be accepted in the IELTS Preparation course.

Speak English Now!

From 9:00
am to 2:30
pm
3B

From 9:00
am to 2:30
pm, Mar 15
to Jun 11

3A

From 9:00
am to 2:30
pm, Mar 15
to Jun 11

4A

From 9:00
am to 2:30
pm
3A

From 9:00
am to 2:30
pm

3B

5A / 5B - Advanced
Plus

4A / 4B - Advanced

2A / 2B Intermediate
3A / 3B - Upper
Intermediate

1 A / 1B - Beginner

TIME

Granville

Gastown

TOEFL

From 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM, Monday to Friday

List of levels and programs

CAMPUS

LEVEL

Speaking inlingua

Continue to improve your speaking skills in our inlingua lessons in the afternoon. Main skill: Speaking. Other
skills: Vocabulary, Slang, Idioms, Listening comprehension. Depending on your level of English you will join
one of our classes divided by levels. With theme based lessons, students cover useful structures, dialogues and
relative vocabulary. Students will get a lot of practice. Debate, role-play, fun activities and small discussion
groups are part of the class.

Gastown

Grammar Plus

Check your grammar and do a lot of practice exercises plus use the new grammar to speak about interesting
and exciting things. Join this class if you want to speak English correctly and fluently.

3A

Gastown and
Granville

Writing (for lower intermediate and for upper intermediate levels)

Improve your writing skills in this dynamic and interactive lessons Lots of exercises and practice will help you
write better. Join this class if you want to write English correctly and with the right style. Depending on your level
of English you will join one of our classes divided by levels.

Gastown

English Brush Up ! (Grammar for beginner and low intermediate levels)

This course refreshes basic English skills. Learners with basic knowledge in English are able to review basic
grammatical structures and basic vocabulary. These areas have often become passive and can be activated
and practiced with English Brush Up.

4A

Gastown

ILT - Interactive Listening Tech. (This class in in the computer lab with a teacher)

This is a fast-paced class focusing equally on both listening and speech training skills. It uses up-to-date
methods of exploring news / weather / comedy / science / music / TV & movies. Listening skills are challenged
by genuine media and improved through drilled speech and reading practice. As students learn to speak as a
native speaker, they become better equipped to understand native speech when they hear it. There are regular
homework assignments.

Gastown

English for Work

This program is designed specifically for students interested in working in the customer service industry. Topics
covered in class: Resume Writing, Interview skills, Dealing with customer complaints, Role plays, How to offer
extra service to customers and make more tips, Make small talk, Offer information regarding
products/ingredients, Make recommendations, Introduction to fair labour practices and employee rights. The
instructor will also provide updated information about Vancouver’s employment opportunities.

3A

Granville

Amazing Listening - (This class is in the classroom with a teacher)

This class is about putting your listening skills to the test. The class uses music, videos and other realia to
challenge the student's listening abilities and stimulate conversation. The class de-emphasizes repetition to help
student cope with real-life situation where they will not get more than two or three chances to listen and
understand. As weeks go by the difficulty increases. Sitcoms like "Friends" and dramas like "Desperate
Housewives" are mixed in with all genres of music and other listening related materials.

Granville

Business Module Lessons

Do you want to work in Vancouver? Do you need to write your resume/CV? Do you want to prepare yourself for
your job interview? Do you want to learn the English that you will need to do your job everyday in a coffee shop,
or a restaurant or an office or anywhere else in Vancouver, Canada? If you say ‘yes’, then the Business
Module Lessons are the perfect choice for you. Simple and practical English that you need to do your job
confidently and successfully!!! For 3A and higher level students. Take the modules and also the Business
program in the morning and obtain a Business Diploma every month.

Gastown

Pronunciation

Do you want to sound like a native? This class will correct your pronunciation of both vowels and consonants in
English, and also teach you the rhythm and stress in words and sentences. Students will learn basic rhythm
rules, weak sounds, linking, special intonation, and the proper use of contractions. Classes include reading out
loud to isolate and practice problem sounds.

3A

5A / 5B - Advanced
Plus

4A / 4B - Advanced

2A / 2B Intermediate
3A / 3B - Upper
Intermediate

1 A / 1B - Beginner

From 1:00 to 2:30
PM
From 2:40 to 4:00
PM

LEVEL

Gastown and Granville

Elective Lessons in the afternoon

CAMPUS

TIME

3A

Granville
Granville

Current Affairs

This course has been designed for advanced ESL students who are hoping to become more fluent and
comfortable with speaking English. The course's primary focus is on vocabulary. Readings & discussions are
the two main activities; however, other media such as local newspapers, television shows and films are also
incorporated. Students improve their reading comprehension and oral communication through a diverse range
of activities relating to current events.

inlingua Online Learning - Bring your own laptop to school and take this class as an
elective lesson!

It is a flexible system that complements inlingua regular lessons. Students can use the system at their own pace
and contact their online teacher for support. // It includes a wide range of grammar, reading and listening
exercises. Students can check their answers automatically. Students can use inlingua online Learning software
from any computer at any time.

Gastown and Granville
Gastown and Granville

Semi Private Lessons

In small groups of 2 to 6 students, students review grammar and vocabulary that they have already been
introduced to and some new ideas. These lessons contain a specific topic or focus as well as specific
vocabulary and grammar structures but are not as structured as the inlingua morning lessons. Various materials
and approaches are used to promote participation and improvement. These lessons provide a more relaxed
environment and students can receive more attention from the teacher.

Gastown

Understanding English

Learning rules is an important part of studying any language, but unfortunately, the rules of the English
language can be very complicated and are difficult to apply outside of the classroom. In this class, students will
take a close look at the patterns among English words, sentences and conversations in order to help them
choose the best way to express an idea, and also give them the skills they need to understand unfamiliar
English in everyday life, outside of school.

Study
Anytime.
Counselling
and help
provided
once a week

Students can upgrade their program of study if they want to take additional lessons in the morning or in the afternoon

inlingua has 2 campuses in downtown Vancouver. Levels 1A to 3A are at the Gastown Campus. Levels 3B and higher are at the Granville Campus, and some 3A levels.
The elective lessons are also divided in the same way. Electives from 1A to 2B/3A are at the Gastown Campus, electives from 3A and higher are at the Granville Campus.
Full time Specialized programs (IELTS, TOEFL iBT, Business, Cambridge FCE and CAE) are at the Granville Campus.

Speak English Now!

5A / 5B - Advanced
Plus

3A / 3B - Upper
Intermediate

2B

Fluency & Accuracy

This course has been designed for upper intermediate and advanced ESL students who are hoping to become
more fluent and accurate through a rigorous review of problematic grammar structures. Through daily articles,
students are exposed to grammar and vocabulary structures in context. Techniques to improve vocabulary
retention are covered. Students need to participate in discussions.

4A / 4B - Advanced

2A / 2B - Intermediate

LEVEL
1 A / 1B - Beginner

From 2:40 to 4:00 PM

From 1:00 to 2:30 PM

Elective Lessons in the afternoon

CAMPUS

TIME

